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Summary of pronunciation. Rosen. Portable radio station 400-470 Mgtz, 16 channels, programming from computer, Li-ion battery with internal charging controller 1500 mAh, noise silencer, built-in flashlight, encryption: CTCSS/DCS, VOX, inversion sremler, energy saving mode, sizes: 60X3X1115mm,
weight: 180g Baof. The 950 Compact Wearable Radio Station Baofeng BF-888s is designed to arrange bilateral radio communications at a distance of 3-5 kilometers at a high price! Read an overview of range testing of this and 11 other portable radio stations Radio is professionally done without a
keyboard and screen, which greatly increases its reliability in hiking and extreme conditions. With attractive prices, excellent performance and good and stable communication, this radio station is essential for hunters, fishermen and mushroom pickers. In addition, it can be used by athletes, builders, road
workers, security agencies and other different personnel, where a small amount of money requires the organisation of reliable radio communications. The removable and replaceable 1500 mAh Li-ion battery can ensure the continuous operation of the radio station for 18 hours. By purchasing an additional
battery for this station, you can arrange almost round continuous radio hosts between multiple subscribers. Working in the 433MHz LPD operating range saves radio station registration for radio authorities. Radio station specifications Model BF-888S Impedance antenna 50 Om Work -30/60'C Power
stress 3.7SYD current &lt;5W Type AKB Li-ion Battery capacity 1500mAh Color Black dimensions (LHWH) 60X3X1115mm without antenna Weight 180g Ranges One Deepazion UHF frequencies: 400-470MMHz Memory, Channels 16 CTCSS/DCS Codes Yes Built-in LED Flashlight Yes Post Low Charge
AKB Yes Energy Saving Feature Yes Voice Messages in English Programming with PC Yes Set Radio 1 X Portable Radio Station 1 X Antenna 1 X Li-ion AKB 1 X Network Charger Type glass 1 X Belt Clip 1 X Reams 1 X Instruction Another package Baofeng BF-888S has arrived. Because these radios
are made in a professional style, they only have a channel switch, volume and transmission button from the controls. And since there is no manual frequency input on the radio, the radio must be programmed. To program Baofeng BF-888s, you need to download the BF-480 program and purchase a
COM port programmer (you can usb if your computer does not have a COM port). By the way, the radios that came to me were sewn so on frequencies and appendings. The use of such frequencies in Russia is prohibited because they exceed the bands of unlicensed bands and radio amateurs. In
addition, many agencies have acquired their frequency bands, in which they set themselves as repeats. We're going to run the BF-480 program. Next, go to the Settings/Sample Information menu. Install model type: BF-480 (UHF) and frequency: 400-470 MHz. Next, we press OK. Now we install the port
to which the program is connected. We move to the installation and communication port and select a port in the Port field where Combined program. Turn off the radio. We'll connect the radio to the programmer and turn on the radio. Next, you need to read the radio tv's memory to make sure the
connection and settings are correct. To do this, press program/reading information on the radio, and then press OK . The progress bar indicator works quickly and a spectrum table sewn into this radio opens. It must look like something like that. Before editing frequencies, I recommend changing some
radio settings. To do this, edit the / action settings . The first thing I do is change the side key to H/L Power. The fact is that to save the radio battery, I always set a minimum current for the channels and if there is not enough power, it can be increased with the touch of a button. Too bad the flashlight
button isn't programmed. I'm also taking Voice off so the radio doesn't comment on everything. The settings are saved with the touch of the OK button. Then we move on to channel editing. Naturally, you write the channels you need, in this example the numbers are given only for investigative purposes.
Once the channels and appends are installed, we will go to the recording channels. To record channels on the radio, go to Program/Enter information from the radio menu and click ok. When you save, the Progress Bar runs again and the data is stored on the radio. After recording the channels and
turning on (this happens in one recording session) on the radio, you need to turn off the radio, disconnect the programmer and check the success of the recording. You can check with both a similar walkie-talkie and a simple SDR. I wish you a successful job with your Baofeng BF-888s radio. Включите
JavaScript-длм коментированим. Этот сагт использует файлы, чтобы упростить вашу навигацию по сагту, предлагать только интересную информацию и упростить заполнение форм. М предполагаю, что, если вы продолжаете исмолммоватм мог сагт, то вы согласны с исмолммованием
мног файлов cookies. Вы в любое время можете удалить и/или запретить их использование изменив настройки своего интернет-браузера. Добрый день. Вчера кммил две раций Baofeng BF-888s. Длм улучшения мрием-передача решил кммитм автомобильную антеннм на магните.
Надо что-то настраивать или просто скрутил и насладился? Антенна. 100% new and high quality.— 10w Antenna BAOFENG UV5R / UV5RA / UV5RE HIYG. — It is fitted to the vehicle against a handheld radio.— Suit for radio model: BAOFENG: UV5R/Plus, UV5RA/Plus, UV5RE/Plus, UV5RB,
UV5RC, UV5RD, UV3RPlus, BF-320, BF-480, BF-490, BF-520, BF-V6, BF-V8, etc... WOUXUN: KG-UVD1P, KG-816, KG-818, KG-819, KG-869, KG-889, KG-833, KG-659/E, KG-699, KG-669, KG-669plus, KG-689, KG-679, KG-659, KG-689plus, etc... LINTON: LT-2288, LT-3288, LT-5288, LT-3188, LT2188, LT-3260, LT-2268, LT-3268, etc... PUXING: PX-777, PX-666, PX-3288, PX-555, PX-666, PX-888, PX-6288, etc... QUANSHENG: TG-K4AT, TG-2AT, TG-45AT, TG-42AT, TG-22AT, TG-25AWEIERWEI: VEV-3288S,VEV-3288 V-1000, etc... FEIDAXIN: FD-6288, FD-268, FD-288, FD-150A,
FD450A, FD160A, FD450A, FD-460A, etc... TYT: TH-UV3 etc... Specifications:Product name: AntennaColor: BlackLength: Approx. 43cm/16. 9 Diameter: approx. 3cm/1. 18 Frequency range: 136-174 400-520 (MHz)Impedance: 50 (Ω)Confirmation: 2.15 (dB) Maximum power: 10WApplicable models:
Baofeng all modelsCenter frequency: 144/430MHZWeight: 60g 60g
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